
Aquasanita - Helika Sabia 5523
Páková stojánková dřezová baterie. Dřezová baterie ladí ke dřezům z granitu.

Výška 33,5 cm

EAN: 8034073343759
2 590 Kč

2 141 Kč excluding VAT

EAN: 8034073343780
2 590 Kč

2 141 Kč excluding VAT

EAN: 8034073343797
2 590 Kč

2 141 Kč excluding VAT

EAN: 8034073343728
2 590 Kč

2 141 Kč excluding VAT

The company Aquasanita is one of the most well-known manufacturers of kitchen equipment on the
market. They export over 80% of their products to more than 30 countries worldwide. Aquasanita sinks
and faucets meet the most demanding requirements for processing and quality of construction.

The very modern and practical Sabia 5523 kitchen faucet without a shower by Aquasanita brand will
look great in any kitchen.

The surface of the sink faucet is made of crushed granite. A black granite faucet, as well as a sand, white
or gray one, will perfectly complement a granite sink in similar shades. Of course, it is also possible to
use this lever faucet with stainless steel sinks, where it  will  enhance the overall  impression of the
washing center.

The Sabia 5523 sink faucet is a higher model that facilitates washing of large pots and baking sheets. It



also makes filling pots and kettles with water easier.

The granite sink faucet is equipped with a high-quality 40mm ceramic cartridge from the Kerox brand
and a water-saving Neoperl aerator. The surface of the faucet is cleaned similarly to the sink made of the
same material, if necessary, simply wipe it with a damp cloth and regular soap.

Key features of the AQUASANITA SABIA 5523 kitchen faucet

granite faucet Sabia 5523 in white, black, gray, and beige
high-quality lever faucet from the trusted brand Aquasanita
ideal kitchen faucet for granite sinks (Aquasanita and Granisil)
with a rotating head of 360°C
flexible connecting hose
branded ceramic cartridge Kerox and aerator Neoperl

Parts of the packaging:

Assembly instructions



Parameters
Battery appearance
Battery shape: Arch
Surface treatment: Granite
Battery function
Retractable nozzle: No
Switching aerator / shower: No
Turning head.: about 360 degrees
Battery management: Leverage
Battery for "two waters" (for filtered water): No
In general
Cartridge type: Ceramic
Average cartridge: 35 mm
Length of connecting hoses (cm): 40
Screwing hoses: "5" - connection of flexible hoses 1/2"
Warranty: 2 years
Battery height (cm): 33.5
Product TARIC code: 84818011
Battery packaging dimensions (cm)
Width of the packaging: 25,5
Height of the packaging: 7

Depth of the packaging: The text you provided does not contain any Czech text or
HTML tags to translate.

Weight including packaging (kg): 1.9



   

  

  

  

  


